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How far would you go for a friend? In Nuts to You, the funny and moving illustrated novel by Newbery
Medalist Lynne Rae Perkins, two squirrels go very far indeed to save a friend who has been snatched up by a
hawk. Nuts to You “begs to be read aloud . . . another completely original and exceptional package from
Perkins,” said the Horn Book. Nuts to You features black-and-white art by the author on every page, as well
as exclusive material original to this edition.

Jed, TsTs, and Chai are the very best of friends. So when Jed is snatched up by a hawk and carried away to
another realm, TsTs and Chai resolve to go after him. Mysteriously, the hawk has dropped him. They saw it.
Jed could be alive. New communities are discovered, new friends are made, huge danger is encountered
(both man-made and of the fox and bobcat variety) and the mysteries of squirrel culture are revealed. Nuts to
You is wholly original, funny, lively, and thought-provoking. Publishers Weekly said, “Readers . . . will
relish the squirrels’ adventures, as well as Perkins’s laugh-aloud illustrations and equally witty footnotes.”

Includes an introduction, epilogue, and footnotes throughout, as well as original exclusive material from the
author.
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From reader reviews:

Treva Ritter:

This Nuts to You are reliable for you who want to be considered a successful person, why. The reason of this
Nuts to You can be one of several great books you must have is actually giving you more than just simple
reading food but feed you with information that possibly will shock your before knowledge. This book will
be handy, you can bring it everywhere you go and whenever your conditions in e-book and printed people.
Beside that this Nuts to You forcing you to have an enormous of experience including rich vocabulary,
giving you trial run of critical thinking that could it useful in your day exercise. So , let's have it appreciate
reading.

Gary Lewis:

Spent a free time and energy to be fun activity to accomplish! A lot of people spent their down time with
their family, or their particular friends. Usually they doing activity like watching television, about to beach,
or picnic from the park. They actually doing ditto every week. Do you feel it? Will you something different
to fill your own personal free time/ holiday? May be reading a book could be option to fill your cost-free
time/ holiday. The first thing you ask may be what kinds of reserve that you should read. If you want to
attempt look for book, may be the book untitled Nuts to You can be excellent book to read. May be it can be
best activity to you.

Mae Bushee:

You can get this Nuts to You by check out the bookstore or Mall. Merely viewing or reviewing it may to be
your solve problem if you get difficulties for ones knowledge. Kinds of this e-book are various. Not only by
written or printed but also can you enjoy this book by e-book. In the modern era just like now, you just
looking by your local mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose your personal
ways to get more information about your reserve. It is most important to arrange you to ultimately make your
knowledge are still upgrade. Let's try to choose correct ways for you.

Helen Chandler:

As a university student exactly feel bored to reading. If their teacher expected them to go to the library or to
make summary for some book, they are complained. Just very little students that has reading's spirit or real
their hobby. They just do what the educator want, like asked to the library. They go to generally there but
nothing reading seriously. Any students feel that reading is not important, boring along with can't see
colorful pics on there. Yeah, it is to be complicated. Book is very important to suit your needs. As we know
that on this period of time, many ways to get whatever we wish. Likewise word says, many ways to reach
Chinese's country. So , this Nuts to You can make you really feel more interested to read.
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